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THE DEBT TO OUR TEACHERS.
THE appearance of the fourth edition' of Professor E. H.
STARLING'S Principles of Human Physiology is a happy
reminder of how much we owe to our great teachers. It
has been remarked that the progress of a science may be
written in the history of a few' compelling ideas, from
which have sprung schools of thought that have con-
strained the studies of a generation. Whence derives such
power? It comes, surely, from that quality of genius to
invest an idea, not alone with the objective evidences of
truth, but with that contagious personal enthusiasm to
which the human mind cannot deny response. Science is
more than logic and stubborn facts, and they who can put
breath into the dead bones are our masters, for they make
our science for us.

British physiology has been for.tunate in her teachers, and
Professor Starling must take high place in this good
company. As the title indicates, the book is offered, in
particular, to the great family of medical students, but
the reader is not allowed to forget that human physiology
is but a part of our conception of the behaviour of living
matter in wlhatever form it may manifest itself, and that
the problem of life is one whole, whetlher we observe it in
the reactions of amoeba or in the activities of man.
Only five years ago the third edition of this textbook

appeared, yet the progress in manay fields in the interven-
ing years has been such as to persuade the author that
further revision was now demanded. It is not the province
of a general textbook to have the last word in all the
branches which it covers; it is better that new facts
should finid their level in the general configuration of
knowledge before they take their place in the standard
works, for we cannot maintain perspective if we crowd
the foreground with ill-focused detail. Professor Starling
has made extensive but conservative revision of a sort
directed to the simplification of the main theses. In-
triguing observations find no place if they do not conttribute
to the balance of the whole composition. The bulk of the
book has been appreciably reduoed by the removal of much
chemical detail which may now be found in the many
available biochemical textbooks, and by some modifications
in type. Amongst the subjects which have been consider-
ably amended may be mentioned those on muscular
activity, the coronary and capillary circulations, condi-
tioned reflexes, respiration, secretion, and the metabolism
of carbohydrate. The chapter on the s,ense organs has
again been contributed by Dr. H. Hartridge, and this
departure from the personal character of the book seems
justified by the special nature of this subject.
Whilst the continued growth and specialization of

knowledge make it increasingly evident that the teaching
of physiology, which takes toll of all the physical sciences,
can only be adequately met by the co-operation of experts
in their several fields summarizing in monograph form
tlhe progress in those fields, nevertheless the comprehensive
textbook from one pen will remain the foundation of
education. Here only will the instinct for the subject be
formed. But with the extension of knowledge the task
of the author of such a book becomes the greater. Few
there are that have the courage to shoulder it, and of
tlhese not all are happy in their burden. In the pages of
"Starling " the student will find no hint of laboured
weariness.

CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM AND THE
PANCREATIC HORMONE.

FROM Toronto and from Paris have arrive.d two important
monographs upon the role of the pancreas in carbohydrate
metabolism. The first betrays its authority in the name of
its author, Professor J. J. R. MACLEOD, who now joins the
select group of contributors to that excellent series of
Moiiographs on Physiology whiclh is edited by Professor

E. H. Starlissg. The title uhich Professor Macleod has
chlosen-Ca rbohydhate -1Metabolism and Instlin2-aptly
states hiis case. The pancireatic hormone ifrterests him
supremely as a new weapon in the armoury of the experi-
mentalist for the assault upon the mysterious recesses of
carbohlydrate metabolism. The story, therefore, opens with
the discovery of insulin in the Toronto laboratory and
its effects upon depancreatized dogs. There follows ani
adequate discussion of those physiological criteria-sucl, as-
the D:N ratio, the respiratory quotient, the blood sugar,
and tissue glycogen-which have dominated all studies of
the metabolism of sugar, and the reactions of these to the
administrationi of insulin in both the diabetic and the
normal animal form the data from which the argumenit is
to proceed. So, by way of chapters dealing with experi-
miiental hyperglycaemia and hypoglycaemia we are led to a
discussion of the mechlanism of-the action of insulin. This
discussion could lhardly be satisfying for the author w,-as
in a soriry position. It was written wheal experimenital
research was at an impasse. It is a story of promises unful-
filled, clues abandoned, illusions destroyed. In our lhasto
we had said that the discovery of insulin provided a key to
the main problemiis of carbohlydate metabolism, that a few
conventional experiments with this new agent would carry
us far along the road. A riot of experiment engulfed us,,
unsettled our criticism, damped our easy optimism, alnd
left the subject almost worse confounded than before.
What lhappens to the sugar which disappears fromii the
blood of the niormal animal under the influence of ilisulin?
It is niot converted into glycogen, it is only in small part
oxidized. It is lost. Find it, and the great secret of
carbohydrate metabolism will be revealed. Such is the im-
pressioni that is left by mlluch of the work upon the action
of insulin, and, as Professor Macleod's patient review
clearly reveals, the search for the hidden sugar led us
in,to many vain imaginings. And now it would seem that
where the great mystery was sought there is no mystery.
Dr. H. H. Dale and Dr. C. H. Best are persuaded fromn
work recently carried out by them that the lost sugar is,
in fact, converted into glycogen in the normal animal as
well as in the diabetic. It is a misfortune that the author's
difficult task of summary could not have been lightened by
the knowledge of this simplification, but it is of the nature
of monographs that they should deal with a live subject,
and they must, therefore, be always one stride behind the
vanguard of. knowledge. Professor Macleod has given us
a patient, laborious, critical record of recent work in this
great problem in metabolism. The book is a comprehensive
chrolnicle rather than an inspired message-but this is no
problem to be pursued amongst the clouds.
The second book3 to which reference has bede' made is by

Dr. A. CHOAY. In it interest is centred on the hornione
itself rather than on insulin as a lever in the machinery of
metabolism. We are taken much farther back in the
history of physiology-back to Claude Bernard and voni
Mering. The growth of the faith in a pancreatic hormone
is traced in detail up to the discovery of insulin. In still
greater detail are considered the chemical and physical
properties of insulin an;d the methods for its preparation,
its pharmacology, physiology and therapeutics, and the
interestinig interrelations of the paniereas and other organs
of internal secretion. A very satisfactory feature of the
work is an elaborate bibliography, which must approach a
complete list of all papers of real interest to the subject.
Fifteen hundred or-iginal papers are included. The price
fixed by the publishers, should it withstand the further
vagaries of the exchanges, is modest enough to enhance
the attractiveniess of this book as a standard work of
reference.
Botlh Professor Macleod and Dr. Choay have achieved a

considerable measure of success in turning the great library
of pancereatic studies to their special purposes, and the
choice of the reader may well rest upon his own particular
interests. In these days the writing of a careftul mono-
graph in a wide field is a task which brings little satis-

2 Carbohydrate Metabolism and Insulin. By John James Richard
Macleod, F.R.S., M.B., LL.D.Aberd., D.Sc. (Hon.) Toronto. Monographs on
Physiology. London and New York: Longmans, Green and Co. 1926.
(Med. 8vo, pp. xii + 357; 33 figures. 18s. net.)

3La Secrition interne du PanerSas et l'insuline. Par Andri Clhoay.
Paris: Masson et Cie. 1926. (Roy. 8vo, pp. xx + 570; 7 figures. 8s. 4d.)
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faction- of aniy sort to the autlor. It is therefore fittinlg
that the spirit of those who disciplinti tieir pens to the
labour should not pass without acknowledgement.

THE PITUI7TARY.
The Comparative Anatomy, Histoloqly, a,nd Deirekopiiennt of
the Pt'tititary Body,r, by G. R. DE BECn, is thle sixth of a
eries of monogaphs at presnt beilig issued under the

editorship of F. A. E. Crew and D. WVard Cutler. The
series is designed with a very definite aim. The increasinig
specialization in bio-logcal inquiry has made it impossible
for any one asuthor to deal adequately with curienit
advances in knowledge. It has indeed become a matter of
-considerahie difictty for a research student to gain a
correct idea of the present state of knowledge of a sulbject
in which he himself is interested. To meet tllis situation
'tbe textbook is being supplemented by the monograph.
Do Beer haa filly grasped the intenition of the editors and
has produced a book which will save an infiniitv of trouble
to the stuident who is embarking on a resear ch into the
functions of the pituitary body . It is true that such
researchl lies in the domain of physiology, but it is none
the less true that in the planning out of experiments on
a complex organ such as the pitunitary gland, a good know-
ledge is required of the various formis exhiibite by the

gland in different animals, so th¶at the most suitable for
experimentation may be selected. Moreover, it is necessary
to kinow the compouent parts of the gland, w-ith a view to
defining their repective functions; and also to k-new what
parts are homologous in the series of animal fornm, in
order that the resuIlts of experimnetation may be com-

parable. Finally, morphology is In importanit respects of
value in discriminating functional differences, though it
may fall shoi-t in definLinig the precise nature of the func-
tioIns. Oln all these matters de Beer ias furnished a clear
andi well illustratetl account, anid in such detail- as to
render superfluous mnch referenice to original ar-ticles.
A complete bibliograph-y up to date is, however, appended,
.as a supplement to the exhaustive bibliography to be found
in Stenidell's work on the hypophy sis.
The book is the product of an original research involving

the examination o}f a harge number of pituitary glands,; and
in or der that the work shoulid be true to nature the
author has used no material that had not been properly
fixed within half an hour of the death of the animals, and
-for this reason human material has not been employed.
After a preliminary chapter dealing with the techlique of
staininig sections, the author discusses, separatelv, the
macroscopic anatomy, the histology, anrd the develo-pment
of the gland in the several orders of animals-in mammals,
birds, reptiks, amphibix, the bony fishes, selachians and
cyclostomes. An interesting chiapter is devoted to the
evolution of the gland. Thus, in its most primitive form
.the hypophysis occurs as a depression in the ectoderm in
front of the mouth, into which one of the head cavities

acquires an opening (amphioxius; Iater it is displaced into
the buceal cavity, its epithelium becomnes ciliated, and its
function apparently is to create a currelt of water. In
its further evolution the depresion, sinks beneath the
surface and commnuinicates with the exterior by means of
a duet, thus taking the form of a secrting gland. The
final step is the complete separation of the hypoprhsis
from the surface and its connexion With the iinfundibulum,
the organ thus acquiriiag the endocriiie mode of secretion.
A short chapter olntaining conparative observations,
togethler with some practical advice as to the most suit-
able forms for experimentation, concludes a very interesting
and useful volume.

THE CEREBRUM AND CEREBELLUM.
THE Nouveau Traite de MSedecine5 is an ambitious work,
projecte,d to appear in no fewer thian twenty-two, volumes, of
vwhiclh several have already been reviewed in these columins.
The present volume, No. 19 in the serics, is devoted to

The Comparative Awatmy, Nisto?og, antdLtDetelopiest of the
Pitititary Body. By G. R. de Beer, M.A., B.Sc., F.IS.& Biological Mono-
*graphs and Manuals, No. 'v. Edinburgh and London: Oliver and Boyd
1126. (Demy 8vo, pp. xix +100; 118 tguren 1B. 6d. net.)Nao"veran Trait (ltelUedecine. Pasc. XIX. PatIAologee du (Cer"esa; el
dv Cerrelet. Paris: Masson et Cie. 1925. (Rov. 8vo, pp. viii + 1016;
261 figures, plates 75 fr.)

the diseases of the cerebrumn anid cerebellum. To this
subject more than a thousanid pages is given, alnd this
extensive text is richly illustrated by nttumerous figures and
plates, some in colour. The reader is therefore provided
with a veritable minie of informationi, and this at a veryreasonable cost. In a work of this magnitude it is inevit-
able that so-me inequality of tireatment of the various
subjects slho-uld occiur, buit this fault is liere at least at a

minimum, and an adequiate presentation of the subjects is
guaranteed by thi-e niames of the nutmerous distinguiished
aulthors who, contribtie to its pages.

If aniy particular sections cann be chosenl as being of
special value, those dealilng with the diseases of the ce-re-
bellum, from the peni of. M. Andre Th-omas, and the account
of the cerebral turmours, by MM. Roussy anid Cornil, deserve
mentioni. There aro few- modelrni accouniits of the subjec-t
wlhich can rii-al M. Thomas's extensive accounIIt of the
physiology anid diseases of the cerebellum. Thle chlapter on
the tumaurs of the cerebriium is also particularly rich in
valuable pathological mat.ter.
The articles on cerebral syphilis aind general paralysis of

the inisane cani boith he warmly commended; the patho-
logical and clinical descriptions are alike excellent, whilo
the account of the microscopic anatomiy of general paralysisis enriched by many illustrations, inicluding somxe beautiful
coloured plates. A uiseful chapter,. and one on a subjectwhieh is seldom adequately treated in the ordinary text-
book, is that oni the- senile brain by M. A. Comte. Dr.
Levv-Valensi's acconnt of the infantile encephalopathies is
unusually full and good, anld here again the value of the
text is much eniharnced by very graphic figures. The last
chapter, -on the various forms of labyrinthltine disturbance, i's
a brief but highly useful summary of a subject wlhichoften receives scant attenition in textbooks.

Th-ere can be no question as to the value of this book,
botlh to the neurologist and to the general- plysician. Its
only fault is its weighlt, lrlich is so great as to preclude it
being read in any comfort except at a table or a reading'desk.

MATERNITY AND INFANCY.
IN the caurse of the book Mater iity and Infane,6 Wri1tten
with the direct simplicity whIich characterizes the work of
Dame M&RY SCHARLIJEB, it is statecl that it is intended
"chiefly for the instrutction and comfort of expectant
mothers." This is too modest a claivm. Rather it might
well be placed in the hands of medical students when they
are about to begini a course of practical obstetrics, and to
nurses also whIo are preparing for the C.M.B. To both it
n-ill be of great inteerest and value, but it is juist a questioni
whether an expectant mOther, however well informed, woiuldbe " comforted " by a discnssion of the treatment of the
pcosible complications of pregnancy. The anthor deals fully
with these matters, describinig in detail the medical treat-
ment, and not hesitating to mentioni dive-rgent views of
obstetricians.

Before practical experience has been obtained in mid-
wifery, the student frequently finds certain gaps in the
usual textbooks. It is just these gaps whlich are here skil-
fullv bridged, and a continuous story thus presented, and
a lucid and connected accoutnt of ante-natal, natal, and
post-natal condritions afforded.
With her long and varied experience Dr. Scharlieb bri'g

to bear upon the whole subject of pregnancy a breadth of
vision an-d a rip, wisdom which appear between the linies of
this book. All through it wholesome advice for expectant
mothers is given. Ccontroversial points are touched upon
with restraint, and dogmatic assertions are not made, though
they might well become the writer. Modern ideas are incor-
porated with the sound teaching that has stood the test
of time. In these days,- when -a certain amounit of medical
knowledge is found in every household, Dame Mary Scharlieb
sounds a timely note of war-ning against ihe interferenlce of
w-ell intentioned relatives.
The b-iok is dedicated to the First Obstetric Uniit in

London at the Lonidon (Royal Free Hospital) School. of
Medicine for Wonien, and to its director, Professor Loui-se
Mcllroy. It deserves to he widely read.

643fttert/it.y and Inftmicy. B) Mlry Scharlieb, D)B.E., .ID., ,fl.
London: WYilliams antd Norgate, Ltd. 2SY. (Cr. 8o, pp. 236. s. et.)-'
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